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4 Shelves Extra Tall
Blank Locker (190cm
High x 60cm Wide)
with 4 Shelves
Reference: BRX107

£549.00

4 Shelves Extra Tall Blank Locker (190cm High x 60cm Wide) with 4 Shelves The
Premium 4 Shelves Extra Tall Blank Locker comes with 2 bridle holders. In addition to
the largest selection of saddle boxes, you can recognise original tack lockers by the
following details: All edges are double folded, therefore the cabinet is particularly
stable and has no sharp edges All shelves are divided so that you can pull them
forward or push them back and lock them in place as desired All tack lockers can be
locked with cylinder lock or can be equipped for a padlock We can install
supplemental shelves, saddle holders, etc. to meet your needs at any time The
saddle cabinets are riveted, paint touch-up of the welded points is not necessary
Likewise through the use of blind rivets corrosion is prevented Weld points can take
on light rust over time Delivery with stable handle Perforated strip for individually
screwing in the saddle holders Dimensions (H x W x D): 1900mm x 600mm x 600mm
The locker is available in three different version: 4 shelves model 2 shelves with 2
saddle racks 1 shelf with 3 saddle racks Please use the drop-down area to choose
your model Option to add identification plaque Many of our customers have asked us
to make Identification Plaques for this item. Potential reason for identification Helps
to identify your horse's locker, could be your name or to identify the items inside.
Provides an identity for the locker / cabinet so that other riders / users don't access
it! Provides a professional image to the item and stabling area. Can also be used to
identify the type of feed stored inside this item. Label the feed compartments to
ensure the right feed is emptied into the correct compartment! Prevents accidental
theft of your feed or items inside. Main features of the plaque Made for High density
white Acrylic and laser written with black text. The Plaque size is 120mm wide x
75mm high, 1.6mm thick. Has a strong self-adhesive contact backing for you to apply
to the item in the position of your choice. Once selected we will contact you for the
name / text required. Additional quantities can be made if required and larger plaque
sizes are available upon request.
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